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ABSTRACT
SCHOOLWIDE SAFETY MANUAL FOR TYEE HIGH SCHOOL
by
Melissa A. Routh
July 2005
This project is an analysis of school safety issues and protocols that were
designed to ensure the safety, health, and welfare of all school community members. The
review of related literature and research proved that it was essential for all schools to
create a site-specific manual that was collaboratively created, implemented, and
monitored continuously. Included is a safety manual designed for Tyee High School that
includes detailed instruction for a wide range of crisis situations. The overall purpose of
the manual was to create a resource that students, staff, administrators, and parents could
refer to that was comprehensive and all-inclusive.
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CHAPTER ONE
BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT
Introduction

"The midst of a crisis is not the time to start figuring out who ought to do
what. At that moment, everyone involved - from top to bottom - should
!mow the drill and know each other. The tide of events since September
11, 2001, demands that schools be better prepared." (U.S. Department of
Education 2003, pg 1)

Jacobson (2003) suggested that terrorism would hit when least expected. Further,
according to Jacobson (2003), regardless of the national color code of the day we must
maintain a sense of preparedness. Herszenhom (2003) described that through thorough
preparation, schools in New York have evacuated their entire student bodies of more than
600 children in less than six minutes during practice drills. Herzenhom (2003) also
believed that schools in New York are not alone and that across the nation schools have
drafted crisis plans and repeatedly drilled students and staff on a wide range of incidents.
According to the U.S. Department of Education's Office of Safe and Drug-Free Schools
(2003) preplanning is the key to a successful plan because the effort put forth in advance
will minimize injuries, save lives, and reduce property damage in the moment of crisis.
Borum et al., (2002) held that although it is important that schools across the
nation follow somewhat consistent crisis management plans, they must take into account
area specific factors such as proximity to things like power plants or airports as well as
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community issues like volatile race relations. Black (2004) also noted that schools must
attend to the needs of their special populations when preparing for emergencies. Further,
Black (2004) described that severely impaired children or English Language Learners
will need special consideration throughout the planning process.
Semple (1999) suggested that while the tragic events in Jonseboro, Arkansa in
1998 ended in lost lives, more lives were saved because the school had a crisis
management plan in place that was implemented at the first sign of danger. Veech and
Saltzman (2003) reported that after the tragedy at Columbine the administrators looked at
district wide safety in systemic and systematic ways to design programs. Additionally, as
reported by The Virginia Department of Education (1999), schools that aren't prepared or
have established crisis management procedures have and will be found liable for their
absence. Best practice through established guidelines provides a margin of protection
against liability, as indicated by the Virginia Department of Education (1999).
Kennedy (2004) noted that violence was not the only issue that officials must be
prepared to deal with. Kennedy (2004) also suggested that prior to violence and crime on
school campuses, education facilities were vulnerable to the unrelenting power of Mother
Nature. According to a statement by The American Red Cross (2001) disaster will strike
quickly and without warning. Further, The American Red Cross (2001) questioned if
schools would be prepared to evacuate or be confined to campuses in the event that basic
services like water, gas, and electricity became inaccessible.
Black (2004) explained that effective crisis planning required attending to both
large and small details. Dunnewind (2004) reported that in Washington, with no
statewide requirements for school disaster supplies the level of preparedness varies at
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each school. Further, Dunnewind (2004) noted, in some districts parent volunteers or
PTAs are responsible for gathering emergency items like trauma kits, covered sanitation
tents and emergency communication centers, while others don't even have basic food or
water. Semple (1999) warned that all though barriers exist in maintaining safe school,
administrators must not be overwhelmed or paralyzed into inaction.
Black (2004) stated that a prepared school will inform local media of crisis
communication plans once complete, so that media can aid in notifying families once
disaster strikes. Brunner (2004) further outlined that in addition to the media; parents and
members of the support staff should understand and be familiar with plans because they
will also have roles and responsibilities during an emergency or critical incident. Semple
(1999) urged that school district policies with regard to releases of information should be
specific and detailed.
Dunnewind (2004) documented that in over 119,000 schools there are more than
53 million young people in attendance each day. Dunnewind (2004) also explained that
counting students and staff there is more than one fifth of the U.S. population in US
schools every day. Kennedy (2003) explained that for administrators, the battle between
the urgency of campus security and the reality of budget constraints and endless
responsibilities is one that all schools must address. As stated by Hull (2000) the question
is not will an emergency situation will occur at my school but when it does, will I be
prepared to handle the situation?
Statement of the Problem
Given the unpredictability of fires, earthquakes, and the ever-present threat of
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terrorism or intruders on campus, can a comprehensive School Wide Safety Manual help
to reduce potential risks for students and staff? Will the implementation of this manual
assist in ensming the health, safety, and welfare of students and staff?

Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project was to create and implement a School Wide Safety Manual
for Tyee High School in the Highline School District located in Seatac, Washington. The
plan was designed to empower students, staff, and administrators by outlining steps for
varying levels of crises situations.

Limitations of the Project
This project was developed to create an organized, systematic method for dealing with
varying types of crises specifically for Tyee High School located in the Highline School
District. Tyee High School is in an urban setting. This manual may not be appropriate for
schools in other settings or elementary schools.

Research
The review of literature for this project was limited to articles written and research mostly
conducted within the past ten years. Additional information was gathered from
goverrunent agencies, high schools and school districts with similar demographics.
Definition of Terms
Crises: An unexpected situation that calls for immediate action to ensure the
safety, health and welfare of the Tyee High School Community.
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Staff: Teachers, Para-educators, Bilingual tutors, Classified employees, Bus
drivers, and any other adult working at Tyee High School.
Crisis Team: A group of people given specific assignments during a crisis
situation.
Tyee High School Community: Students, staff members, parents, and neighbors
ofTyee High School.
Incident Commander: Principal or Designee responsible for implementing the
Safety Manual plans.
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schools were a microcosm of everything that happens in society. Nicolson, Stephens,
Elder, Leavitt (1985) concurred that community and societal issues were reflected on the
school campus.
Smith (2002) recognized that there were different degrees of danger and that
chances were, most administrators would not have to deal with extreme danger very often
but must be prepared for it. Semple (1999) warned that although these issues posed a
challenge, administrators couldn't be paralyzed into inaction. Further, Semple (1999)
added that by enforcing standards of conduct and protocols for crises, more lives have
been saved than have been lost. MacGregor (2004) suggested that administrators take
logical steps by focusing on commonplace threats versus precedent being placed on
unlikely natural disasters or terrorist attacks. However, Thiel (1981) cautioned that
overlooking those less likely threats was dangerous because such life-tlu·eatening
situations can and do occur.
Herzenhom (2003) illustrated the need for many schools to revisit their nature
disaster emergency plans. Trump and Lavarello (2003) reported than many schools plan
were unusable having been borrowed from other schools with different circumstances or
written merely to meet state mandates.
Clearinghouse (2003) revealed that some administrators hesitated to create safety
plans because of fear that the formal document might imply their school is unsafe. Yell
and Rozalski (2000) contended that administrators have come to a place where creating a
safety plan is no longer an option, but that because of legislation which called for safer
schools, it is now mandatory to some extent. Jefferson County Public Schools (2003)
stressed that parents, community members, and government officials demand that all
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inclusive, well-established procedures be put in place. Semple (1999) urged that recent
events have further solidified the need for procedures and policies that are legally sound
and defensible in preventing and confronting safety threats. Additionally, Trump and
Lavarello (2003) added that administrators not only have legal mandates to protect
students and staff but also moral, ethical, and legal responsibilities as well.
Theil (1981) acknowledged that administrators must be prepared to feed, shelter,
and administer first aid and mental health needs in the event of a large-scale crisis. Alfrod
P. Sloan (2004) added that operating independently for one or two days was a daunting
task even when all staff was well prepared and trained. The American Red Cross (2004)
revealed that many schools were unprepared to shelter students in a crisis and that
schools should not only stock supplies of water and food but medical and sanitary
supplies as well. Thiel (1981) acknowledged that planning for a crisis will not prevent
catastrophe, but would save students and staff crucial minutes when the emergency
occurs. The State of Arkansas (1993) added that how well your staff carries out their
responsibilities depended on how well the school had prepared them prior to the event.

Building a Quality Safety Manual

According to MacGregor (2004), to create a risk management culture,
administrators performed a significant amount of security "due diligence" the first step
being diagnostic. Stephens (2004) explained that a school safety assessment was a
strategic evaluation and facilities audit used to identify emerging and potential safety
concerns. Further, Stephens (2004) added that a comprehensive assessment of the safety
of staff, students, and the campus was crucial in building a safer school. The US
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Department of Education (2003) recommended that identifying factors that put the
buildings, students, and staff at greater risk, such as proximity to hazardous materials or
facilities, was the first step in assessing safety, Further, Clearinghouse (2003) contended
the importance of looking for school conditions that might cause or contribute to school
violence or aggression such as overcrowded halls and common areas. Stephens (2004)
added that an assessment helped to identify practices and places that are often overlooked
due to a lack of understanding or an assumption that they are safe or trouble free. In
addition, Barnett (2003) recommended doing school climate and safety surveys to collect
data from students, staff, and families to gain information on their perspectives as well.
Hyman and Snook (2000) suggested that the scientific method for diagnosing school
climate was to develop a questionnaire that was answered anonymously by invested
parties.
Yell and Rozalski (2000) suggested that law enforcement and other community
agencies or interest groups should be used in assessing and developing these security
measures. McGiboney (2003) explained that collaboration between public safety
agencies, government emergency management authorities, and schools can not only
mitigate the impact of emergencies, but improve responses and accelerate recovery.
Semple ( 1999) warned however, that school district policies in these areas should have
specific provisions detailing what type of collaboration was appropriate. Hyman and
Snook (2000) reported that too often schools adopted law enforcement models rather than
education models for crisis reduction, which can be damaging to the school climate.
Nicholson, Stephens, Elder, and Leavitt (1985) believed that local police can help
maintain safe and secure campuses by regularly patrolling the surrounding neighborhoods
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and responding quickly to calls from school officials but that their participation should
not involve enforcing a police state on school campuses. Mcgiboney (2003) added that
emergency experts should be primarily involved with assisting in the design of
emergency plans, supporting school administration, and critiquing practice drills. Smith
(2002) assured that safe school planning must be an inclusive and cooperative activity.

Recommendations for a Safe School Plan
Scholars agree that documents sitting on a shelf, gathering dust don't work in a
crisis (Alford P. Sloan, 2004 and Hull, 2000). Additionally, experts warned that
borrowing plans from another school without tailoring them to fit the needs of your
tmique circumstances could be a detrimental mistake (Trump and Lavarello, 2003,
MacGregor, 2004, Hull, 2000). Skiba and Peterson (1999) suggested long term,
comprehensive planning in order to ensure a safe and responsive school. Hull (2000)
warned that many educators believe that when an emergency occurs, calling 911 was all
that was required to handle the situation, when in actuality educators must understand
their duty of care continues until emergency responders arrive.
Trump and Lavarello (2003) also emphasized the important of considering details
such as whether or not cell phones were allowed to be used by students and staff in the
event of a crisis. Trump and Lavarello (2003) identified that cell phones could actually
disrupt or delay effective response by overloading phone systems as they did with
Columbine and the World Trade Center. Veech and Saltzman (2003) recommended a
school site safety team that would meet regularly to address safety issues and potential
problems like the use of cell phones. Barnett (2003) urged that teams make decisions
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only after thorough and complete analysis of each topic addressed. Trump and Lavarello
(2003) recommended teams updated plans annually, provided ongoing staff training, and
evaluated performance of school security systems. In states like New York, laws have
been passed to require districts to do annual self-assessments, which would include
recommendations that identify strategies and activities to improve school safety
(OPPAGA 2001).
Hull (2000) revealed that society excepted schools to provide a safe place for its
children but schools, which were increasingly faced with handling emergency situations,
have received little or no training on how to do so. Trump and Lavarello (2003) explained
the importance of continual training practice with all emergency procedures, not limited
to fire and earthquake drills. Duke (1998) believed that students were more likely to
acquire emergency skills when it was built into the academic program. At minimum,
Duke (1998) explained, students should practice tabletop drills of safety policies and
plans if full-scale drills were not possible.
Bennett-Johnson (2004) contended that having procedures in place for contacting
parents and emergency workers in the event of a crisis was important. Theil (1981) also
emphasized the important of communication with the public. Making the public aware of
the school's procedures, Theil (1981) explained, will help control panic when a crisis
occurs. Alford P. Sloan (2004) suggested that families of special needs students ranging
from visually or hearing impaired, physically or mentally challenged or non-English
speaking, wanted to know plans for assisting their children in crisis situations. According
to the State of Arkansas (1993) it was these special segments of the school population
that were frequently been left out of the written school guidelines for emergency
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situations. Further, the State of Arkansas (1993) added that considerations for these
populations could mean the difference between life and death.
Summary
As educators our role is not only to teach but also to ensure the safety, health, and
well being of each student while on campus. Sternberg (2000) concluded that although
these issues were daunting and the responsibilities were overwhelming, "Risk is the
natural partner of effective public service. Your job is to face it, prepare for it, and then
remember why you are here - kids and families" (Sternberg 2000, pg 8).

CHAPTER THREE
PROCEDURES
The purpose of this project was to develop a school-wide safety manual to be used
at the high school level in the Highline School District specifically at Tyee High School.
In order to achieve this objective, a review of related literature and research was
conducted and the information was analyzed. In addition, school wide safety manuals
from other high schools were obtained and utilized as resources in the development of
this project.
Need for the Project
Yell and Rozalski (2000) urged the development of school safety plans due to the
fact that violence at school has reached epidemic proportions. Raywid and Oshiyama
(2003) explained there was a large body of knowledge suggesting the directions schools
can take in order to avoid tragedies. Joiner (2002) stated that many schools put safety on
the back burner. Skiba (2002) concurred that too many schools say they don't have time
to focus on school safety while preparing for things like high stakes tests. However,
Skiba (2002) explained there was documented evidence that kids cannot learn if they
don't feel safe.
Based upon feedback from staff surveys regarding school safety during the 2004
school year at Tyee High School, it was determined that a more effective plan should be
implemented. This plan had the potential to improve school safety by clearly defining
guidelines for teachers, support staff, and students for a variety of incidents. Opinions of
many staff members had consistently cited ineffective, unclear, or outdated procedures
for dealing with crisis situations which made for an unsafe learning and working
environment.
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Procedures for the Project
In developing the School Wide Safety Manual the writer carried out the following tasks:
Surveys were conducted with students, staff, and parents to assess existing
crisis plans and to determine deficiencies thereof.
A review and study of related research was completed.
Information regarding existing policies was gathered from the following
schools:

Mt. Rainier High School
Des Moines, WA

Foster High School
Tukwila, WA

Highline High School
Burien, WA

Garfield High School
Seattle, WA

Newport High School
Bellevue, WA

Columbine High School
Littleton, CO

Thurston High School
Springfield, OR

Pearl High School
Pearl, MI

Heath High School
Paducha,KY

Lewis and Clark High School
Spokane, WA

Rainier Beach High School
Seattle, WA

Foss High School
Tacoma, WA

Implementation
The implementation of the Safety Manual for the Highline School District and
Tyee High School was planned to take place for the 2005-2006 school year. Coordination
of the project is to be done by a team of teachers and administrators at Tyee High School.
All staff members at Tyee High School will be introduced to the plan at an August inservice day by the implementation team. The team of teachers and administrators that
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will coordinate this project will be instrumental in ensuring all staff and students have an
clear understanding of each piece of the safety manual from basic drills to full scale
campus evacuations. The team will also be responsible for facilitating parent and
community meetings to educate stakeholders on protocol for the various types of
emergencies.

CHAPTER FOUR
THE PROJECT
The purpose of this plan was to create a school wide safety manual for Tyee High
School. The manual was designed to be a resource for students, teachers, staff, school
administrators, local emergency response teams, parents, and community members, for a
variety of crisis situations. The manual goes beyond the scope of traditional fire and
earthquake drills and includes several situations that until recently were not considered
viable threats to school safety. The manual will serve as the primary resource for all
disaster, emergency, and crisis plans. Detailed step-by-step instructions for point people
will simplify their stressful responsibilities by outlining each step necessary in ensuring
the safety of students and staff. Additionally, emergency response teams will know
exactly how the school will to be responding to various situations, which will allow them
to coordinate responses and assist much more rapidly.
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Introduction
The purpose of this manual was to provide all members of the Tyee High School
community with clear and concise instruction of their responsibilities during a crisis
situation. For that to happen it was necessary to create a document that included protocols
for several possible situations. It was also necessary to establish clear guidelines for each
facet of crisis management including lockdowns, evacuation from buildings, evacuation
from campus, and contacting parents and the media. It was important that the former
crisis drills be updated and expanded on to include issues that were not previously
planned for. The manual includes five main sections that detail step by step procedures
for students, teachers and staff, building administrators, school district administrators,
local emergency response teams, and parents and community members. Each section
includes specific instructions for that particular group of people that coincides with the
instructions of the other groups.

Purpose of the Plan
The safety manual was developed to ensure that all members of the Tyee High
School community could be safe in all crisis situations. The manual is designed to
streamline emergency protocols to ensure rapid and efficient response to each of these
situations. All involved parties needed to be made aware of their specific expectations in
order for them to be as safe as possible.
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The Development Process
The manual was developed through evaluation of the existing crisis response
procedures at Tyee High School and several other national high schools, as well as,
Highline School District Board Policies. The Rapid Responder program has also been
included. The combination of these resources lead to the Safety Manual which was
developed to provide Tyee High School community members with the most current and
innovative methods to deal with crisis situations.

The Delivery Model
Tyee High School community members will be trained on all aspects of the
Safety Manual at the beginning of each school year. Staff will be trained during August
in-service days on what their specific roles and responsibilities are to ensure the safety,
health, and well being ofTyee students and themselves. They will walk through
procedures for each type of crisis. Upon the availability of school buses teachers will also
do a practice run of the full-scale campus evacuation. Additionally, each classroom will
be equipped with the entire Safety Manual as well as a quick reference flip chart for
access throughout the school year.
Students will receive direct instruction on every aspect of the Safety Manual
within the first two weeks of each semester. Additionally, students will participate in
practice drills throughout the year. Students will understand that practice drills will be
taken seriously and will be preceded by time goals for completion of the various drills.
Parents, neighboring residences and businesses, and local emergency response

P-5

teams will also be informed each fall of the protocols for each type of crisis. Each group
will receive a letter that will provide specific information for their particular needs and
will be given a summary of the various emergency drills and evacuation possibilities.

The Needs Assessment
To ensure that all members of the Tyee High School community had input in the
Safety Manual, surveys were conducted of students, parents, and staff. It was clear from
these surveys that there were many missing pieces to the existing crisis plans. The
information received from these surveys was used to guarantee that no issue was
overlooked. Additionally, information from the student and staff surveys pointed to how
practice drills could be done more purposefully.
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TYEE SAFETY ASSESSMENT
Students

Directions: Please circle the response that best describes your personal opinion.

Not at all

Somewhat

Very Much

1. I know exactly where to go ifwe ate to evacuate
during class time.

l

2

3

2. I know exactly where to go ifwe are to evacuate
during passing time.

I

2

3

3. I know exactly where to go ifwe are to evacuate
during lunch time.

1

2

3

4. I know exactly where to go ifwe are to evacuate
before of after school.

1

2

3

5. I know exactly what to do ifwe go into a Iockdown
during class time.

1

2

3

6. I know exactly what to do ifwe go into a lockdown
during passing time.

1

2

3

7. I know exactly what to do if we go into a lockdown
during lunchtime.

1

2

3

8. I know exactly what to do ifwe go into a lockdown
before or after school.

1

2

3

9. I feel like my teachers understand exactly what
they need to do to during each drill to keep me safe.

1

2

3

I 0. I feel that my parents know what their responsibilities
are if Tyee is facing a crisis.

I

2

3

11. If feel that our practice drills are important and
prepare us well for a real crisis.

1

2

.,

12. Ifno, why not? What is missing?
13. Something I think you should know about Tyee's current crisis plans is:
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TYEE SAFETY ASSESSMENT
Staff

Directions: Please circle the response that best describes your personal opinion.
Not at all

Somewhat

Very Much

1. I know exactly what my responsibilities are if we
are to evacuates during class time.

1

2

3

2. I know exactly what my responsibilities are if we
evacuate during passing time.

1

2

3

3. I know exactly what my responsibilities are if we
evacuate lunch time.

1

2

3

4. I know exactly what my responsibilities are ifwe
evacuate before of after school.

1

2

3

5. I know exactly what my responsibilities are if we
go into a lockdown during class time.

1

2

3

6. I know exactly what my responsibilities are ifwe
go into a lockdown during passing time.

1

2

3

7. I know exactly what my responsibilities are if we
go into a lockdown during lunchtime.

1

2

3

8 I know exactly what my responsibilities are if we
go into a lockdown before or after school.

1

2

3

9. I feel like my students understand exactly what
they need to do to during each drill.

1

2

3

10. I feel that are current crisis plans include protocols
for all possible crisis situations.

1

2

3

1

2

3

11. If no, what is missing?

12. I feel that the administration is prepared and could
effectively respond to all crisis situations.

13. lfno, why not?

14. Something I think you should know about Tyee's current crisis plans is:
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TYEE SAFETY ASSESSMENT
Parents

Directions: Please circle the response that best describes your personal opinion.

Not at all

Somewhat

Very Much

1. I know exactly where my student goes if he/she
evacuates all 6 of their classes.

1

2

3

2. I know exactly where my student goes if he/she
evacuates the cafeteria.

1

2

3

3. I know exactly where my student goes if he/she
evacuates the main office.

I

2

3

4. I know exactly where my student goes if he/she
evacuates the courtyard.

l

2

3

5. If I heard an announcement on the radio or TV
that the school was in a lockdown I would know
exactly what my student is expected to be doing.

1

2

3

6. I know where to go for updates of a lockdown
situation.

1

2

3

7. I know what I am expected to do during a lockdown
as a parent or guardian.

1

2

3

8. I know what to do ifl heard an announcement
that Tyee students had to evacuate campus.

1

2

3

9. I feel like my student's teachers understand
exactly what they need to do to keep my student safe.

1

2

3

10. Something I think you should know about Tyee's current crisis plans is:

P-9

Tyee High School Safety
Manual
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Safety Manual Overview
SITE DESCRIPTION
a.

The school sits on four acres at 4424 S 188'h St. Seatac, WA 98188. The site consists
of 10 buildings. There is an Average Daily Membership of 1200 students and 75 staff
members.

b.

The ptlncipru. hag the primary responsibility for developing nnd implementing the. site
Safety Manual Protocols and will be referred to as Incident Commander (IC).

c.

Site personnel and/ or local fire and law enforcement agencies handle most
emergencies on site.

ASSUMPTIONS
a.

During an emergency, centralized direction and control (i.e., activation of the
Command Post) is the most effective approach to management of emergency
ope.rations.

b.

In case of an emergency that is beyond the capabilities of the school staff to handle,
the principal or designee will coordinate with local emergency response agencies,
which will utilize the Rapid Responder data that has been electronically mapped and
includes critical infrastructure information on Tyee High School.

COMMUNICATIONS
Emergency Communications

When an emergency condition exists, the IC will notify the necessary personnel to respond
to their areas of assignment. The methods of communication listed below will be used.
Notifications will be given in plain language. Code words shall not be used.

Primarv
Intercom

Alternative
Radio

Alternative
Telephone

Alternative
Cellular Phone

Alternative
Runners

Adaptedfimn the Arizona Schoof Site Emergency Response Plan, Arizona DcparttJJent ofEd11catio11
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Student Information
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HIGHLINE SCHOOL DISTRICT

TYEE HIGH SCHOOL
4424 SOUTH 188TH ST
SEA TAC, WA 98188
FAX (206) 433-2520
PHONE (206) 433-2341

D1=m· 5tude1,ts:

If an emergency or disaster situation ever occurs in our area while school is in session, we want you
to be aware that Tyee High School has made preparations to respond effectively. You as students
play a big part in the effectiveness of our emergency plans. The following things must occur if we are
to be as safe as possible.

1. Follow ALL directions of any school staff person in times of an emergency. The staff members at
Tyee have been h"ained on exactly what to do in several crisis situations. You have to h"ust that
our number one goal is your safety!
2. Do not use the school telephones to make any calls. Lines must be kept clear for emergency
communication.
3. Do not use cellular telephones to make any calls. It is important that not only landlines are kept
clear but cellular lines as well.
4. In the event of a serious emergency, you could be kept at school for an extended amount of time.
We will be notifying parents of several lockdown or evacuation from campus procedures. We will
give parents/ guardians clear insh"uctions on how and when you will be released. Keep in mind
that although you may drive and live close enough to the school to walk home you may be
release only to parents/ guardians and persons identified on the School Dish"ict Emergency Card.
5. You can find a copy of the school safety manual in each of your classrooms ear the front door.
6. You should take all practice drills seriously so that you can be prepared if a real emergency ever
occurs.
Please be aware that if at any time during a real emergency or practice drill, you fail to follow a staff
member's reasonable request to ensure your safety, you will be disciplines according to school
dish"ict policy. If you have any questions about the information presented in this letter or in the
school safety manual please talk to any adult on campus!

Sincerely,
Tyee High School Safety Committee

Adaptedfrom the An·zo11a School Site Emergenry &sponse Plan
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Staff Information
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Staff To Do List:
At the beginning of each school year:
0

D
0

Participate in the professional development opportunities offered by the
Tyee Safety Committee to learn of updates and changes in the Safety
:tvfanual
Turo in the Staff Skills Survey & Inventory
Read all publications or information provided to you by the Safety
Committee.

At the beginning of each semester:
D
D
D
D
D

Make sure there is a safety manual in each of the classrooms you use.
Fa..tnili.arize yourself with the Safety Manual in your classroom.
Walk the evacuation routes for each of the classrooms you use.
Facilitate lessons/ discussion about the Safety Manual protocols with
students
At MINIMUM go over the Table Top Emergency Drill with each of
your classes. You should discuss each answer thoroughly to ensure
students understand the correct responses.
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HIGHLINE SCHOOL DISTRICT

TYEE HIGH SCHOOL
4424 SOUTH 188TH ST
SEA TAC, WA 98188
FAX (206) 433-2520
PHONE (206) 433-2341

Dear Staff Members:
If an emergency or disaster situation ever occurs in our area while school is in session, we want you
to be aware that your primary responsibility is to ensure the safety, health, and welfare of the
students, your self, and your colleagues. The Tyee High School Safety Committee has made
preparations to respond effectively to a multitude of crisis situations. You as staff members play a
crucial role in the effectiveness of our emergency plans. The following things must occur if we are to
be as safe as possible.

1. Follow ALL directions of the administrators in times of an emergency. You have to trust that our
number one goal is you and your students' safety!
2. Know your roles and responsibilities in each type of crisis situation for EACH classroom you
work in.
3. Notify a Safety Committee member if you do not have a Safety Manual in each of the classrooms
you work in.
4. At no time during an emergency are you permitted to use the school telephones to make any
calls. Lines must be kept clear for emergency communication.
5. Additionally, use cellular telephones should be avoided as well.
6. Follow prescribed protocol for requesting assistance in your room.
7. We may request your services if you have noted on your Staff Skills Survey & Inventory that you
have a specific skill that is required.
8. In the event of a serious emergency, you could be kept at school for an extended amount of time. I
9. It is critical that you encourage serious participation in each practice drill during the year from
your students.
10. Additionally, you should facilitate lessons regarding the various drills that include at minimum
the Table Top Emergency Response Drill each semester and as new students enter your class.
Please keep in mind that there may be incidents where a student or colleague fails to follow the
Safety Manual guidelines. If this occurs do not sacrifice your safety or the safety of the other students
in any way. Make a note of the behavior and report it to an administrator as soon as possible using
the prescribed protocol in the Safety Manual.
Sincerely,
Tyee High School Safety Committee
Adaptedfrom the An·zona School Site Emergenry 'Response Plan
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Staff Skills Survey & Inventmy
During any disaster situation, it is important to be able to draw from all available resources. The special
skills, training and capabilities of the staff will play a vital role in coping with the effects of any disaster
incident. These will be of paramount importance during and after a major or catastrophic disaster. The
purpose of this survey/ inventory is to pinpoint those staff members with equipment and the special
skills that might be needed. Please indicate the areas that apply to you and return this survey to your
administrator.
Name

----------------- Rooms -------------

Please check any of the following in which you have expertise & training. Circle yes or no,
where appropriate.

_·_·· First Aid (current card
yes/no)

_ _ CPR(current
yes/no)

__··_ Construction (electrical, plumbing, carpentry,
etc,)
__·_ EmergencyPlanrung
Law Enforcement

_·__ Triage

~-·R.unning/Jogging

_ _ Emergency Management
Bi/Multi-lingual (what language (s))

_ _ Mecharucal Ability

_ _ Structural Engineeting

_ _ Shelter Management

_ _ Survival Training &
Techniques

______ Harri Radio Operator
·_· __· earn.pmg

_ _ Firefighting

CBRaclio

Bus/Truck :oii,;er
(Oass 1 C>r 2 license yes/ no) ..
_ _ Food Preparation

-~fournalisrn .

__·_··· Waite D~posal

Do you keep a personal emergency kit in your car? _ _ _ _ _ _ in your classroom? _ __
Do you have materials in your room that would be of use during an emergency? (i.e., athletic bibs,
traffic cones, carpet squares)
yes
no

If Yes, please list equipment and materials.

A daptm from the A rizona Sdxxl Site E rt'El'iJ!'l1CY Response Plan, A rizona Departirent ifE ducatian
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Table Top Emergency Response Drill
Cin:le true or false for the following questions:
EARTHQUAKES:
True/ False
True/ False
True/ False

If you are inside you need to get outside as quickly as possible.
You should crawl under or near desks or furniture.
If there is no desk or large piece of furniture close by move near an outer
wall.

True/ False

Keep away from windows and watch for falling objects (items hanging on
walls, etc).
If you are outside, get as close as you can to buildings, trees, electrical
poles, wires, and gas/ power points.

True/ False

FIRE DRILLS:
True/
True/
True/
True/
True/

False
False
False
False
False

Find your friends and go to your locker on your way out of the classroom.
Follow evacuation route for the classroom you are in.
Never follow alternate route if normal route is too dangerous.
Be sure to find your friends once you get outside.
You may reenter the building if you forget something important.

LOCKDOWN/INTRUDER:
True/ False
True/ False
True/
True/
True/
True/

False
False
False
False

True/ False
True/ False
True/ False
True/ False

If a lockdown is in progress you will hear "This is a lock down. Please secure
your classrooms."
If we are not already in a classroom we need to get into one as quickly as
possible.
Staff will lock doors, windows, and pull shades.
Students should walk around the classroom to confuse a possible intruder.
We will know a lockdown is over when we hear the bell ring.
We should call our parents immediately to let them know we are in a
lockdown.
If your are confronted by a hostile person on campus with a weapon move in
front of the weapon.
Try and forcibly disarm an offender
Talk calmly and quietly to the offender
Keep the caller on the line attempting to get as much information as
possible. Try to remember everything being said, voice patterns, background
noises, and any information about the bomb itself (type, time it will detonate,
location of the bomb, etc).
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True

I False

True/ False
True I False

Immediately report information to the administration who will contact law
enforcement personnel.
If instructed to evacuate, do so as in a fire drill.
If you discover a suspicion package or letter contact an adult immediately

INJURY:
True I False
True/ False

Encourage students to crowd around the victim to keep him/her warm.
Contact an adult immediately to report the problem

EVACUATION FROM CAMPUS:
True/ False
True I False
True I False

Walk with your class in a single file line to the sidewalk along 188th.
It is okay to find your friends so you can ride the same evacuation buses.
Parents will have no idea where we are being taken.

NUCLEAR/BIOLOGICAL/ CHEMICAL ATTACK:
True/
True I
True/
True/
True I
True/

Fal~e
False
False
Fabe
False
False

If you are inside stay inside.
Place wet rags, toweh, or clothing around doors. Cose vents and windows.
Stay as low to the ground as possible.
Leave once you feel it is safe.
If you are outside during an attack get inside as quickly as possible.
If an explosion occurs, you should lay flat on the ground with your faces
covered.
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Building Administrator Information
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Building Administrator To Do list:
At the beginning of each school year:
D Provide professional development opportunities for school staff to educate themselves on
how to use the Safety Manual
D Distribute the Staff Skills Survey & Inventory
D :Meet with School District Administrators to review procedures
D Meet with local emergency response groups to review procedures

D Distribute updated Safety Manual to each classroom
D Establish a calendar for drills

D Review protocols and administrative responsibilities for each crisis situation
D Review planning stage responsibilities
D Update contact numbers and staff assignments

At the beginning of each semester:
D Review protocols and administrative responsibilities for each crisis situation
D Encourage staff members to familiarize themselves with the Safety Manual and protocols
for each crisis situation
D Encourage staff members to facilitate lessons/ discussions about the Safety Manual

protocols.
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EMERGENCY CONTACT NUMBERS
PUBLIC SAFETY AGENCIES

NUMBER

General Emergency

9-9-911

Police/Sheriff/Fire

9-9-911

Poison Control

-·-

9-9-1-800-362-0101
----··

.

DISTRICT CONTACTS

NUMBER

Superintendent

9-9-433-0111

District Security

9-9-433-2493

Transportation

9-9-433-2471

Operations

9-9-433-2495

Food Services

9-9-433-2209

STAFF ASSIGNMENTS

fT {PRIMARY)

i"D{ALT)

3RD(ALT)

Max Silverman

Joan Ferrigno

Janis Maracic

LIAISON

Karen Slater

Dennie Kennett

LaDonna McNeil

OPERATIONS

Janis Maracic

Jack Brady

Melissa Routh

Chung Yee

Dist Security Officer

Dist Security Officer

SEARCH/RESCUE

Dist Security

Dist Security

Dist Security

MEDICAL

BarbTimeus

Dist Nurse

Dist Nurse

STUD.
SUPERVISION

Joan Ferrigno

Melissa Routh

Jim Dyer

Val Allen

Meegan Cronk

Brenda Day

POSITION
I/C

SECURITY

STUD. RELEASE

Adapt.edfrom the Arizona Sdxxl Site E rrerg=y Response Plan, Arizona Departrrmt ifEducation
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SITE ASSIGNMENTS AND STAGING AREAS

ON SITE LOCATIONS AND STAGING AREAS
Alternate

Primary
Main Office

On Site Command Post
Student Care
First Aid
Student Relocation Center
Student Release
Law Enforcement Staging
Fire Staging
Public Works Staging
Utilities Staging

Library
PDDGym

Nurse's Office
Nurse's Office

Main Gym
Cafeteria
Staff Parking Lot
Staff Parking Lot
Staff Parking Lot
Staff Parking Lot

PDDGym
Small Gym
Main Gym
Student Parking Lot
Student Parking Lot
Student Parking Lot
Student Parking Lot

OFF SITE LOCATIONS AND STAGING AREAS
Off Site Command Post
Student Care
First Aid
Law Enforcement Staging
Fire Staging

Primary
Seatac Gty Hall
Bow Lake Elementary
TBD by Fire Dept
Seatac Gty Hall

Alternate
Bow Lake Elementary
Chinook Middle School
TBD by Fire Dept
973-4800

Seatac Fire Dept

TBD by Fire Dept

Public Works Staging

Seatac Gty Hall

TBD by Public Works

Utilities Staging

Seatac Gty Hall

TBD by Utilities

Student Relocation Center

Bow Lake Elementary

District Staging
Media

Bow Lake Elementary

Valley View Elementary
Chinook Middle School

Seatac Gty Hall

Seattle Christian Schools

A dapt£tifrom the A rizona Sdxx1 Site E 11Tff[J!11CY Response Plan, A rizona Depamrent ifE duaition
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RESOURCE INVENTORY
CATEGORY

ITEM

Communications
Equipment

-5 Walkie Talkies & Chargers
(1 w/ talk-around feature)

-Main Office Vault and
Registrars Office

-5 Two-Way Radios

-Counseling Office

-Various Medical/First Aid
Supplies
-Rubber Gloves & Band Aids
-Emergency Cans

-Nurse's Office in 900
building
-Every classroom

First Aid Supplies

Fire Fighting
Equipment

Lighting

-Fire Extinguishers

-Flashlights

LOCATION

607,411, Upper 700 workroom,
Mailroom, 209, 800 workroom
-611,604,600 hallway
-411, 422
-Large Gym (5), 700 Foyer, Girl's
Locker room, Student Store, 715,
Boy's Locker room, Small Gym,
775, Upper 700 Hallway (3)
-PDD Gym, Pool, 921,900
Hallway (3), Staff Lounge, 903,
901
-Library (2), Main Office (5)
-300 Hallway, 307,310,312,305
-Cafeteria (2) Kitchen (3)
-207,209,210,201,204,200
Hallway, 205
-816, 819, 800 Hallway (3)

-Main office, Janitor Office
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BUILDING ADMINSTRATOR/ IC CRISIS PROCEDURES

1. Verify information provided to you

2. Call 911 (if necessary)

3. Seal-offhigh-risk area
4. Convene crisis team and implement response procedures
- Emergency Contacts & Staff Assignments on P- 22

5. Notify Superintendent

6. Notify students and staff (method dependant on type of emergency)

7. Proceed with an evacuation or lockdown (which ever is appropriate for the type of
emergency)
- Crisis Protocols on P-26
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Tyee High School
Safety Manual
Quick Reference Flip Chart For tl1e
Incident Commander (IC)

P-26

MEDICAL EMERGENCY (IC)
Upon notification of a medical emergencv:
1. Call 911 if necessary

2. Notify Nurse or CPR/First Aid Certified Person in building of emergency
3. Notify Superintendent if necessary
4. Notify affected person's emergency contact
4.Activate School Crisis Team if necessary
5. Designate a staff person to accompany affected person to the hospital if necessary
6. Assist at the scene by dispersing crowds and helping to isolate affected person
7. Determine if it is necessary to notify all students, staff, and/or parents of incident
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ASSAULT/FIGHT (IC)
Upon notification of an assanlt or fight:
1. Notify police, if necessary

2. Request assistance from other administrators and security personnel
3. Attempt to contain individuals involved by sealing off area of disturbance and
directing observers to another area
4. Without putting yourself in great physical danger attempt to separate individuals
5. Move individuals involved in the disturbance to isolated areas
6. Contact individuals' emergency contacts
7. Proceed with building or district disciplinary consequences
8. If necessary notify students, staff, and/or parents of incident
9. Document incidents with by taking detailed notes
10. Notify Superintendent and/or District Security if necessary
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FIRE (IC)
Upon approaching a fire or hearing the alarm sonnd:
1. Sound the alarm before attempting to put out a fire.

2. Instruct others to evacuate the buildings
3. Locate the source of the pull alarm
4. Gather your Tyee High School Safety Manual, emergency radios, cell phones, and a
pen
5. Convene crisis team to ensure that classrooms and buildings are cleared
6. Proceed to the designated evacuation point and survey the areas to ensure there are no
red "Help Needed" signs in the air.
8. Provide assistance or coordinate services ifthere are students/staff in need.
9. Wait for Emergency Response Officials and the Superintendents instructions for
further response.
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LOCKDOWN (IC)
Make an announcement over the PA system, advising all staff that a lockdown is in
progress. The announcement should be:
"This is a lock down. Please secure your classrooms."

a. Ensure that the campus is cleared and that all students and staff are inside a
locked classroom
b. Follow Law Enforcement Officials and Superintendent instructions for further
action.
c. If appropriate survey the buildings to ensure there are no red "Help Needed" card
in the door windows.
d. When appropriate provide further instruction for students and staff over the
school or police PA systems on evacuation plans or "all clear" signal.

*If confronted by a hostile person:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

DO NOT move in front of a weapon
DO NOT try and forcibly disarm an offender
Always give an offender a way out
Talk calmly and quietly. Do Not argue with hostage taker
Allow yourself an escape route
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INTRUDER (IC)
Intruder- An unauthorized person who enters school property
1. If appropriate approach intruder with another staff person
2. Politely greet intruder and identify yourself.
3. Ask intruder the purpose of his/her visit.
4. Inform intruder that all visitors must register at the main office.
5. If intruder's purpose is not legitimate, ask him/her to leave. Accompany intruder off
campus.
6. Notify 911 and or District Security of encounter.

If intruder refuses to leave:
1. Warn intruder of consequences for staying on school property. Inform him/her that
you
will call police.

2. Notify 911 and or District Security if intruder still refuses to leave.
3. Cautiously walk away from intruder if he/she indicates a potential for violence. Be
aware
of intruder's actions at this time (where he/she is located in school, whether he/she is
carrying a weapon or package, etc).
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EARTHQUAKE (IC)
Make an announcement over the PA system, advising all staff that we are
experiencing an earthquake. The announcement should be:
"This is an earthquake. Please remain indoors and follow earthquake procedures."

IF INSIDE:
1. STAY INSIDE!

2. Instruct students to crawl under or near desks or furniture or move near an outer wall.
3. Keep away from windows and watch for falling objects (items hanging on walls, etc).
4. After shaking has stopped:
a. Assess the situation and determine if you will need to evacuate the
buildings/campus
b. Upon determination of evacuate follow evacuate protocol on P-

IF OUTSIDE:
1. Stay in the open. Stay away from buildings, trees, electrical poles, wires, and
gas/power points.

2. Report to evacuation point if possible.
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BOMB THREAT (IC)
If you receive a call that a bomb has been planted at the school:
1. Use the Bomb Threat Checklist below to assist Law Enforcement Officials
2. Call the main office and report information
3. Wait for further instructions from Principal or Law Enforcement Officials

Questious to Ask:

Callers Voice

1) When is the bomb going to explode?

Calm
Laughter
Angry
Crying
Nasal
Normal
Stutter
Distinct
Lisp
Slurred
Familiar
Accent

2) Where is it right now?
3) What does it look like?
4) What kind of bomb is it?
5) Why did you make the bomb?
6) What is your name?

Circle all that apply:
Excited
Slow
Loud
Disguised
Deep
Cracked Voice
Raspy
Deep Breathing
Soft
Clearing Throat
Ragged
High Pitched

7) What is your address?
Background

Sounds:

Exact wording of the threat: _ _ _ __
Street Noises
Clear
Static
Music
Motor

Factory Machinery
Voices
PA System
Office Machinery
House Noises
Animal Noises

Threat Language:
Length of Call: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Time:
------------Age:------------Language/Dialect Spoken: _ _ _ _ __
Sex of Caller:
---------Date:------------# which call was received: - - - - - -

Well Spoken
Incoherent
Foul/Swearing
Taped
Message Read
Irrational by threat maker
Continued ...

Adapted from Arizona School Emergency Response Plan
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BOMB THREAT CONTINUED (IC)
1. Retain the Bomb Threat Checklist from the call receiver.
2. Notify Law Enforcement Officials and the Superintendent.
3. Proceed as described by Law Enforcement Officials and the
Superintendent
If you discover a suspicion package or letter:

a. Most bombs are created so that it will not detonate until opened. DO NOT OPEN
THE PACKAGE OR LETTER
b. Notify 911 and the Superintendent immediately
c. Clear the area as much as possible keeping others away from the package.
d. Do NOT use radios or cell phones in close proximity to the package.

WHAT TO LOOK OUT FOR:

*Packages with excessive postage
*Wire protruding from package - package uneven/lopsided
*Oil like stain on exterior
*Labeled "personal, private, fragile, or rush"
*Misspelled words, incorrect titles or names
*No return address or a fictitious return address
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NUCLEAR/ BIOLOGICAL/ CHEMICAL (IC)
In the event of a chemical spill or a nuclear/biological/chemical attack make an
announcement over the PA system, advising all staff that a nuclear/biological/chemical
lockdown is in progress. The announcement should be:
"This is a Nuclear/Biological/Chemical lock down. Please secure your classroom and
follow procedures for a Nuclear/Biological/Chemical Emergency."

IF INSIDE:

1. Stay inside.
2. Place wet rags, towels, or clothing around doors. Close vents and windows.
3. Keep away from windows as much as possible.
4. Instruct students to stay as low to the ground as possible.
5. Cover mouth and nose with handkerchief, cloth, paper towels or tissue.
6. Wait for further instruction over the school or police PA system.

IF OUTSIDE:

1. Move inside as quickly as possible.
2. Instruct students to attempt to keep upwind.
3. If an explosion occurs, instruct students to lay flat on the ground with their faces
covered.
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EVACUATION FROM CAMPUS (IC)
Upon detennination that an evacuation from campus is most appropriate:

1. Notify the superintendent and district security that you need to evacuate from
campus immediately and inform them of your relocation site.
2. Incident Commander (IC) will notify relocation center
3. Make an announcement over the PA system, advising all staff that we are
evacuating campus. The atltlouncement should be:
"All students and staff need to immediately follow procedures for evacuating
campus. Studeut remain with your classroom teacher at all times."
4. Gather your Tyee High School Safety Manual, emergency radios, cell phones, and
a pen
5. Convene crisis team to ensure that classrooms and buildings are cleared
6. Proceed to the designated evacuation point and survey the areas to ensure there are
no red "Help Needed" signs in the air.
7. Provide assistance or coordinate services ifthere are students/staff in need.
8. Upon arrival of buses ensure that all students are on a bus before leaving campus
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OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS DURING A TYEE
EMERGENCY (IC)
1. Building principal will notify Superintendent of the Emergency
2. Superintendent or designee will notify and instruct district Transportation not to
enter or exit from the Tyee Campus
3, Superintendent or designee will notify off campus partner program~ not to release
students to return to Tyee

-OSC
-Highline Community College Running Start
-South Seattle Community College Running Start
-STEPS

-RTP
-Aviation High School
4. Superintendent will instruct off campus students to remain with off campus
supervisor, unless in route to Tyee, at which time theywill be transported to the
designated Off Site Staging area. (See P- )

5. All Tyee Students off campus during an emergencywill remain off campus until an
"All Oear" signal has been received from the building Principal or designee.
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PROTOCOL FOR OFF CAMPUS EMERGENCIES (IC)
1. Fire or Police -will notify the Superintendent and Principal.

2. The Emergency Response officer in charge at the scene -will recommend response
procedures.
3. Follow procedures as outlined in the Tyee High School Safety Manual.
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Local Emergency Response
Information
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Rapid Responder Introduction
Rapid Responder is a planning and response software tool that organizes, updates
and disseminates emergency plans. Tyee High School's Emergency plans were
incorporated into Rapid Responder database for Emergency Responder Agencies to
access before and during emergencies. Local Emergency Responder Agencies can
instantly access mission critical data about Tyee's campus. With more than 300 sitespecific data points at their fingertips, responders can access on-line site plans and key
attributes of incident sites. Additionally, Emergency Responder Agencies can examine
detailed building floor plans, utility controls and facility contact information. As well as,
view hazardous material locations and information and see up-to-date incident response
plans, including evacuation routes and staging areas. The Rapid Responder program was
deployed by the Glendale, Arizona campus of Thunderbird, The American Graduate
School of International Management. Washington State's 400 high schools are
implementing Rapid Responder in the 2004-2005 school year. The following information
is data that the Emergency Responder Agencies that serve Tyee High School have access
too at any time.

Adapted from Prepared Response Inc. Used with Permission
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RAPID RESPONDER SITE DATA
General & Administrative

Site Address
Address 1 4424 s 188th Street
Address 2
City Seatac
State WA
Zip Code 98188
Country UNITED STATES
County King
Latitude 47.4344
Longitude -122.2805

Site General
Description
Grades 9-12 located in residential area. There are five single-story round buildings; one square two-

story building and one square single story building. Total area of site is 16.5 acres. This facility is
located on the same 25.3 acre site as Chinook Middle School. Building 800 was annexed to Tyee fro
Chinook. There are approximately 1186 students.

Features
No data
provided.

Side Naming Convention
ABCD

Aerial Ima. es
Title

Description

Aerial

Adapted from Prepared Response Inc. Used with Permission
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Site Security
Knox Bax Location
Knox box iocated to the right of the double door entrance to the 500 Building and is a master key for all
buildings on campus.

Image

Title

Knox Box

Description

Located to the right of the double door entrance to the
500 Building.

Security Alarm
Located in the 500 Building in the Custodial Closet in the Library. It is the first small closet to the right
as you pass through the double doors to the Library.
Description

Security Alarm

Located in the 500 Building in the Custodial Closet in
the Library. It is the first small closet to the right as
you pass through the double doors to the Library.

Adapted fi'om Prepared Response Inc. Used with Permission
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Access Code
12345 enter.

Video Surveillance
1. Camera located in 800 Building shooting north and south down hall. 2. Cameras in lower 700 Building
hallway in front of Gymnasium Foyer and in hall south toward 500 Building exit, West PDD exit and East
Large Gymnasium exit.

Site Contacts
Name
Silverman, Max

Ferrigno, Joan

Function
Facility Manager/
Principal

Contact
Primary (206) 433-2341

Vice-Principal

Cell
Home

Primary (206) 433-2341
Cell
Home

Maracic, Janis

(206) 498-4198
(206) 723-7348

Vice-Principal

(206) 321-6934
(206) 789-3482

Primary (206) 433-2341
Home

(206) 784-6986

Tone, Zeman

District Security

Primary (206) 433-2493

Routh, Melissa

Tyee Rapid
Responder
Coordinator

Primary (206) 433-2341
(206) 331-0011
(206) 938-4970

Brady, Jack

Head Custodian

Primary (206) 433-2341
Cell
(206) 353-8534
Home
(206) 870-0630

Adapted fi'om Prepared Response Inc. Used with Permission
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Image

Primary Responders
Police Administration
SeaTac Police Services
17900 International Boulevard South
Suite 401
SeaTac, WA 98188

Fire Administration
SeaTac Fire Department

2929 S 200th St
SeaTac, WA 98198

Equipment & Services

Site Utilities & Shut Offs
Power
Power controls located in Custodian's Office in Room 119. Puget Sound Energy
Title

Description

Campus Power Shutoff

Located in Custodian's Office in Room 119.

Gas
Gas controls located south side of 100 Building. Puget Sound Energy
Description
Campus Gas Shutoff

Located south side of 100 Building.

Adapted Ji-om Prepared Response Inc. Used with Permission
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Water
Campus water shutoff located outside 100 Building southwest of Room 128. Water: Highline W.D.
Sewer: Des Moines Sewer District

Title

,.;;;p;,

Description

Campus Water Shutoff

Located outside 100 Building southwest of Room 128.

Campus Water Shutoff

Located outside 100 Building southwest of Room 128.

',,4

"·

Phone
There is no phone system shut off unless all power is cut to the Campus.

Cable
Campus cable located in the 500 Building in the Custodial Closet in the Library. It is the first small closet
to the right as you pass through the double doors to the Library.

Description
Campus Cable

Located in the 500 Building in the Custodial Closet in
the Library. It is the first small closet to the right as
you pass through the double doors to the Library.

Operations

Site Ingress/Egress
Best Access North
From 1-5 South, 188th Street Exit, west on 188th or Pacific Highway South, east on
188th.

Best Access East
West on 188th Street.

Adaptedji·om Prepared Response Inc. Used with Permission
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Best Access South
From 1-5 North, west on 188th or Pacific Highway North, east on 188th.

Best Access West
East on 188th.

Landing Zone Description
1. Ball fields east of campus, north of parking lot 2. Ball fields at Seattle Christian School

LZ Latitude
LL Longitude
Site Evacuation
The 800, 900, upper 700, Gym Areas and 400 are to evacuate to the north and end up on the playing
fields behind the campus. The 100 and 200 Buildings are to evacuate southwest and end up in the
student parking lot. The 300, 500, 600, and lower 700 are to evacuate to the southeast and end up in
the staff parking lot/skate park.

Evacuation Route North
Evacuees will travel east on 188th and take the 1-5 north Exit toward Seattle or north on Military Road.

Evacuation Route East
Evacuees will travel east on 188th and take the 1-5 South Exit toward Tacoma or south on Military
Road.

Evacuation Route South
Evacuees will travel east on 188th and take the 1-5 South Exit toward Tacoma or south on Military
Road.

Evacuation Route West
Evacuees will travel west on 188th toward Pacific Highway.

Staging Locations
Command
Seatac City Hall at Military Road and S 188th Street, 4800 S 188th Street

Police Forward Tactical
Seatac City Hall at Military Road and S 188th Street

Fire Forward Tactical
To be determined by Fire

Adapted fi'om Prepared Response Inc. Used with Permission
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Decontamination
To be determined by Fire

Fire
Fire Department Headquarters at S 200th and 30th

Law Enforcement
Seatac City Hall at Military Road and S 188th Street

Triage / Treatment
1. BOW Lake l:lem~ntary SCMOOI

z. CM!nook Middle Stl1ool

Occupant Evacuation
Site Evacuation: The 800, 900, upper 700, Gym Areas and 400 are to evacuate to the north and end up on the
playing fields behind the campus. The 100 and 200 Buildings are to evacuate southwest and end up in the
student parking lot. The 300, 500, 600, and lower 700 are to evacuate to the southeast and end up in the staff
parking lot skate park. Evacuation Route North: 1. Evacuees will travel east on 188th and take the 1-5 north
exit toward Seattle or north on Military Road. Evacuation Route East: 1. Evacuees will travel east on 188th and
take the 1-5 south exit toward Tacoma or south on Military Road. Evacuation Route South: 1. Evacuees will
travel east on 188th and take the I-5 south exit toward Tacoma or south on Military Road. Evacuation Route

West: 1. Evacuees will travel west on 188th toward Pacific Highway.

Transportation
Parking lot northwest of 42nd Avenue S and S 188th Street

Family Unification
Student Stabilization Site: 1. Bow Lake Elementary School Family Reunification: 1. Bow Lake Elementary School

Media
SeaTac City Hall at Military Road and S 188th Street

Volunteer
Fire Department Headquarters at S 200th and 30th

Hazards

·---·-..-----·

Regional &. Site Hazards

·-----· ·----·------··-·----

Site Hazards
None

Regional Hazards
The SeaTac International Airport is less than one mile northwest of campus on Pacific Highway, which is

a highly traveled road. 1-5 is located to the east of campus. The city of SeaTac Transfer Station is
located to the east of campus on 188th.

Adapted from Prepared Response Inc. Used with Permission
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Parent and Community
Information
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HIGHLINE SCHOOL DISTRICT

TYEE HIGH SCHOOL
4424 SOUTH 188TH ST
SEA TAC, WA 98188
FAX (206) 433-2520
PHONE (206) 433-2341

Deur Purcnts/Guardians;
If an emergency or disaster situation ever occurs in our area while school is in session,
we want you to be aware that Tyee High School has made preparations to respond
effectively. Your student(s) will be cared for at Tyee High School or in one of the
predetermined off-site locations until it is safe to release them into your care. Our
school and district have worked in conjunction with local Emergency Responder
Agencies and the Prepared Response Corporation, detailing an Emergency plan, which
was designed to respond to a major catastrophe.

Your cooperation with the following guidelines is critical:
1. Do not telephone the school. Telephone lines may be needed for emergency
communication.
2. Do not call your student's cellular telephones. It is important that not only landlines
are kept clear but cellular lines as well.
3. In the event of a serious emergency, your student could kept at school for extended
amounts of time. We will notify parents/ guardians as quickly as possible about how
and when the students will be released. Only those identified on the School District
Emergency Card will be able to pick up your student.
4. Parents should become familiar with the Tyee High School Safety Manual and be
patient and understanding with the student release process.
5. Use your radios and televisions to find out emergency information or
announcements. If students are to be kept at school or at an alternate site, radio and
television stations will be notified.
6. Impress upon your children the need for them to follow the directions of any school
personnel in times of an emergency.
The decision to keep students at school will be based upon whether or not streets in the
area are open. In the event that a natural disaster takes place during the time that
students are being transported to or from school, students will be kept on the bus and
the driver will communicate with district personnel through radio communication. Any
child who that has not yet been picked up or already been dropped remains the
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responsibility of their parent/ guardian. The driver will make every attempt to continue
delivering the students to their homes unless he/ she is instructed to stop.
In case of a hazardous or chemical event near the school area, lockdown procedures will
be implemented to provide protection for your children. Again, it is critical that your
students cooperate with school personnel during times of crisis. Please discuss these
matters with your family immediately. Planning ahead will help alleviate concern
during emergencies.
Sincerely,
Tyee High School Safety Committee

Adapted from the Arizona School Emergency Response Plan
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TYEE HiGH SCHOOL

Revised
1-14-0fi

MASTER SCHEDULE
2004-2005

Art:MusicNisual Arts

ti/AQtti1ii!

7:25-8:17

9:33-10:25

;#¥il!\i!

M!i!'l!IB

Nelthropp
216
Padama
(241)

Intro to Art
ARTI49-03

S1

Intro ,to Art

S2

ARTI49-53
Malcolm
184

'!~l!t!~Rt

IT'lim!@iiii
Wind Ensem
MUS749-04
Intro to Art
ARTI49-04
Intro to Art
ARTI49-54

YR

English
Branam
(23)

10:30-11:57

}Ji

~il!l~R \Wj
Mass Media
ENG088-02

··

'),Ji!!i)!:'!18' }}!

. ~!!fJ1fl!f

See Business

See Business

LA 11
ENG142-15

LA 11
ENG142-06

PreColl Comp

'P

U1
.i,.

Clayton
(42)

ENGD56-52
House Mentor
THSOOB-01

Davis
(51)

House Mentor
THS008-11

Gray

House Mentor
THSOOB-22

(99)

Howell
(117)

Juarez
138
Mc Farland
(197)

Studies
House Mentor
THS008-02

Creative Writ
ENG054-05
Creative Writ
ENGC54-55

Plett
(253)

House Mentor
THS008-12

.... _______ .... _

Rewitz

YI{

LA 10
ENG141-14

(278)

Vattuone
(340)

S1
01

LA 9 - House

House Mentor

LA 9 - House

ENG140-51
ENG140-52

THS008-21

ENG140-55
ENG140-56

ENG140-53
ENG140-54
Wiley
(361)

Edwards, M

YR
S1

YR

PreColl Comp
ENG056-01

Plan

Success Sem

Film Apprec

SOC290-05

ENG087-06

Success .sem

ENG140-57
ENG140-58
LA 10
ENG141-02

S0C290-55

LA 10
ENG141-03

LA 10
ENG141-26

LA 10
ENG141-15

Plan

LA 10
ENG141-04

816

FilmApprec
ENG.087-56

Journal/News
ENGOS0/081,-06

.PreColl Comp

Journal/News

ENGOSB-51

ENG080/081-56

Reading Skills

Reading Skills

Reading Skills

Reading Skills

Reading Skills

Reading Skills

(71)

ENG095-01

ENG095-02

ENG095-03

ENG095-04

ENG095-05

ENG095-06

ELL
,,•,rM,fi!i§Rt

i.WMW?lil!!:!

Chang
38

Cross
50

Kadric
141

Maraby

,Y\\/.~ e.l;R;.'. \ •

Hi.Mil!~.Rif
Int Read 2

ELL US History

Int Read 2

lntWrit2
ENG167-01

ENG168-02

SOC294-03

ENG16B-06

Int Writ 1

Int Read 1

Plan

Int Read 1

ENG129-01

ENG132-02

Beg Writ 1

Beg Read 1

ENG128-01

ENG131-02

See Wrld Lang

See Wrld Lang

ENG132-06

Beg Read 1

Plan

ENG131-06

See Wrld Lang

Plan

(185)
'Cl
I
<.J1
<.J1

l()
l()

Plett
253

Weseman

ELL Adv Writ

(359)

ENG130-01

Staff, RR A
519

I

See LA

"'

OPe~~-

Open

kf

Math 2
MTH336-54
!!c;!See RR

Mb

JseeRR

RR

MTH336-03

Mathematics

' iM,PJl!ii!Mhi!
Geometry

~lfffi;Rf
Plan

Matll Analfrrig

MTH361-02

Endeshaw

Plan

Geometry

Algebra 1

See World Lang

75

Kramer
157

Kroon
159

Lamb

MTH361-03
MTH345-02

Algebra 1

: See Business
Geometry

MTH361-12
Plan

MTH361-13

Zsilavetz

Plan

Algebra 1

395
Staff.Math A
514)_

Open

Smith

Geometry
MTH361-Q§_

Algebra 1
MTH345-06

Algebra 2
MTH372-06

See Business

MTH345-12

Geometry

162

MTi-1380-05
Algebra 1
MTH345-05
Algebra 2
MTll372-05

303

Math Analfrrig

Plan

Hon Geometry

Algebra 1

MTH362-05

MTH345-16

Algebra 1

Algebra 1

MTH345-35
Algebra 1
MTH345-25

MTH345-46
Algebra 1
MTH345-36

MTH345-03

Algebra 1
MTH345-34
Algebra 1
MTH345-24

Open

Algebra 1

Algebra 1

Algebra 1

MTH345-14

MTH345-15

MTH345-26

MTH380-03

Miscellaneous
'.j~J;fi§~

I

I

ittl!tt~rnt

..... · I

O'Brien
228

Sturgeon

:,?l!l gi;;gfSZIBJ! gNl!·I•·•·;Hl!!ilre_~·

Upward Bound
ELE840-04

Fund Translatn

S1

(315)

CTE001-04

Fund Translatn

S2

CTE001-54

Physical Education/Health Education

!~~l!!i!Pl>l ~NI

Armstrong

C'-4

T : )11'.!t: ) ICR""')····-····

...... ,... .,-...... _,.,._

HMT!IIiRi!ITfi

q~!-i~iF 0!?™11 ]

'.\~t#!li¥Bit
PHY917-03

(9)

PHY917-06

PE

LGYM

PHY917-53
Lobb
(168)

IPE
PHY917-56

Dance/Drill

Health

Health

PHY9!50-02
Health
HTH946-52

HTH946-03

HTH946-06

Health

Health

HTH946-53

HTH946-56

Plan

Weight Train

O'Grady
(231)

i;lijPl!iR•

(GX/JJPE

-!·-~ ...

PHY918-02

welght Train
PHY918-52
Slaff PE A
(501)
'O
I

u,
O'I

Science
'));All!!;g!

i~IH:t~~H
.....

,,., ...... :~

Allen
7

Edwards, T
(72)

YR
Q1
Q2

;t1t :~ri!;ei;l!;;

•·•fi\il\iP!a.!fi•'•

Chemistry

Chemistry

SCl480-03

SCl480-04

House Mentor

lntSci 1 -House

Plan

THSOOB-23

SCl408-05
SCl408-06

•s11r.PfR
-_.- - ~
Plan
Cher,istry
SC141l0-05

Q3
Q4

Greenewald

RI

'YR

lnteg Sci 2

lnteg Sci 2

SCl409-03

SCl409-04

Biolqgy 3-4
SCl434-0_~

Jti)P~

lkegami
(121)

Lottero

!YR
01

YR

1:~i~\i 1\l

lntSci 1 -House
,;;:·,;:, }_ 5Cl408-21
5Cl408-22
SCl408-23
SCl408-24

11,.Sci 1 -House
5Cl408-25
5Cl408-26

lnteg Sci 2
5Cl409-02

Plan

McNaughton 51

JntSci 1 -House

House Mentor

lntSci 1 -House

(202)

5Cl408-11
5Cl408-12

TH5008-13

5Cl408-15
5Cl408-16

01

SCl408-17
SCl408-18

'U

I

U1

--.J

Social Studies
··-··~¢tl!il't

ttWt$tflJ;'ft ilii;Wi!'@I Xi.:.!rW!lfflillt Ii

Bell
(13)

ModWld
50C215-01

lnteg Sci 2
5Cl409-06

FieldResource Room

50C290-26

Success Sem

Success Sem
50C290-65

Int Prob
S0_C226,5_§

NW Hist-House

House Mentor

50C208-01
S0C208-02

TH5008-24

Gosselin

51

Hon US Hist

Global Geo

US History

50C241-01

50C262-02
Global Geo TIT
S0C294-52

50C250-13
US History 2
S0C253-63

Juarez

US History

US History

US History

(138)

50C250-01

50C250-02
us History2
50C253-52

US'.History 2

(179)

lnteg Sci 2
5Cl409-05

Global Geo

01
02
03
04

51
01

lnteg Sci 2

S0C262-51

YR

Love

SCl409-16

).fill/~~lt'·-··

(68)

--

lnteg Sci 2
SCl409-15

ModWortd
50.(;_215-06

Dyer

(95)

h /ii}dPlan

SCl408-27
SCl408,28

5Cl490-01

177

Physics

House Mentor
TH5008-03

.

·- ...

NW Hist-House

House Mentor

50C208-11

TH5008-04

Plan

50C250-03
50C253-53

See Business

Mineo

Mod World

(207)

50C21;i-03

You·&Gov
50C266-53

Overhalser

House Mentor

NW Hist-House

(239)

TH5008-14

50C208-25
50C208-26

GlobalGeo-Hse
50C262-23
50C262'24

'805

fGlobalGeo-Hse
S0C262-27
S0C262'28

Global Geo
50C262-56

~tli l'i:;R < --

····• }#!Pi;ifi•·-··

i!!#!!i=11®1f

Lrn Lab Read

Lab

Lrn Lab Read

Lab

Field

ENG064-05
Lab

Plan

I i!'!tiid>eli
.·.· ·:-:,:,/ ·-····

Re~urQe
Aytch

ENG064-0_3
Lab

11
Koehler

THS RR-01/06

153
Staff, RR A
(519)

See ELL

Df/H
Toth
(326)

Lrn Lab Math

Lrn Lab Math

MTH068-04

MTH068-05

MTH068-06

MTH345-43

ENG064-44
MTH345-44

PLAri

ENG957-46
S0C250-46

FLSS86-03
FLS854-03
FLS868-03

Plan

ELE959-05

(36)

Dhami

FLS868-13

FLS960-14
FLS854-14
FLS854-24
FLS886-24

FLSB54-15

!LC
Carretta

59

Lambert
(164)

Larson

FLS868-21
IC ''\\IFLS854-21

FLS886-23
FLS854-23
~NG064~3

Open

FLS949-04

W~~:;:

Plan

· IFLS854-25
FLS926-0S

Lab Math

FLS854-16

Plan

I/>

.. ·J Lm

FLS854-26

,as•

j FLS926-06

16§

World Lan
'd

I

U1
())

TliACl'/ial'fl
DeGoojer
57

Duffy-Kane
66

Kramer
157

. . : jfol.fli\!j'(

•ij )•fl~·-···

-_. ~fuj,~!f

~117

ij!l).PJIB

Spanish 1

Spanish 1

FOR511-03
Spanish 3.4,5

FOR511-04

FOR511-05

FOR511-06

Spanish 2

Plan

Open

5151517/519-03

FOR513-04

Japanese 2-3

See Math

See Math

See Math

French 1
FOR531-04

See ELL

Plan

Spanish 1

FOR571/572-03

French 2/4
FOR533/537-03

!illi\1t\R /
Branam

RM

Spanish 1

Plan

AOTTCoord

See Soc

See Soc

.i;ll,~\;R

2:i:
Love
(179)

IT1-ELL
f;_TE_601-7§

Travel Dest
CTE871-06

Pina

Adv Marketing

Bust Law

(252)

CTE651-03

CTE622-05

CTE871-06_

Bus Law

IT2-ELL

Vinther
345

Intro Marketing
CTE650-03

Tourism 2

CTE622-55

CTE608-86

Plan

MarketingCoop
CTE646-06

Plan

Yousoofian

IT 1
CTE601-02
IT2
CTE608-52

·•(385)

Kroon

MicroComSupp

(159)

CTE637-01

Yearbook

IT 1
CTE601-04

CTE626-06

IT<
CTE608-54
AOITWeb
CTE804-04
AOITScheme

See Math

MlcracOmSupp

Info Tech 1
CTE601-06

Info Tech 2
CTE608-56

CTE637-51

Career Choice

CTE649-07

Metcalf
205

CTE699-02

Family and Consumer Science

•!it/il"l!if•

f!!ii~Mi.~.~!*) i!ffl~ }jii 1Mct:!1JIB.WA
Plan

Song
(305)

CTE896-03

CTE873-0ll.

Exp Childhood

Food Choices

CTEB96-53

CTEB73-56

·•\l/ilille!ib•••V
Bishop

YR

17

Gosselin

S1

ASL 1
CTE900-01

ff: See Soc Std

ASL2
CTE901-02

ASL 3
CTE902-03

See Soc Std

See Soc Std

(95)

'U

Yousoofian

u,

(385)

I

\0

ftJ.$!

/YR

!\/See Business

Food Choices

Exp Childhood

Comm Art

!il!~l'/!m\

ASL1
CTE900-05

Ceramics

Ceranics

CTE400-04

CTE400-0~

Ceramics

Cera,nics

CTE400-54

CTE400-55

See Business

See Business

CTE500-03
Comm Art
CTES00-53

' . 2~d •PEI'!) \I

Pierson

2.49
Robinson

Late Arrival

Early Dismissal

OFF998-01 - 03

OFF999-04 - 06

iT\~fijil\m'Nti

c:;•·• ~tll!'(ijl'!········

ASL1
CTE900-04

'!'Ni:!fW!gei!\'.l

<!l!ii/!li!iR

Tyee HS Phone Tree 2003-2004

5/4/2005

The Group Leader (l't column on the left) will call each person in the next right hand column within their group. That person will then call the next person to
the right. The last person in the row will call the Group Leader of their row to declare the tree complete.
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Student Release Fo1m
(To be taken from the release gate to the supervising teacher by a runner)

Student's Name:
Grade:
Teacher:
Requested by (Name of
release gate personnel):
Supervising Teacher Use
Only
Student Absent / Missing
Supervising Teacher's
Signature Releasing
Student
Gate Staff Use Only
Requestor listed on
Student Emergency Card?
Proof of ID?

Gate Staff Signature

Yes/ No

X

Yes/No
Yes/No

X

Rec,uestor Use Only
Requestor Name

Requestor Signature

X

Destination
Date
Time

Adapted from the Arizona School Emergency Response Plan
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Tyee High School
Safety Manual
Quick Reference Flip Chart
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MEDICAL EMERGENCY
1. REMAIN CALM and have other students move back from the victim.
2. Contact the main office immediately to report the problem
3. Follow first aid protocol:
a. CheGk for responsiveness
b. Check for breathing. Start CPR if trained.
c. Check for bleeding, Apply pressure with clean cloth.
d. Try to keep the victim covered and warm.
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ASSAULT/FIGHT
1. Notify the Principal/Security by dialing 0.
2. Attempt to diffuse the situation, if possible.
3. Instruct observers to leave the area.
4, Do not put yourself if physical clanger hy stepping in betwem !hi;! individuals.
5. Notify the nurse if necessary.
6. Document in writing details of the incident and submit to Principal.
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FIRE
Upon approaching a fire or hearing the alarm sound:
1. Sound the alarm before attempting to put out a fire.

2. Prepare to evacuate the classroom
3. Close windows and pull the shades
4. Tum off the lights
5. Gather your roll book, this emergency flip char, and a pencil or pen
6. Instruct student to exit the room.
*Follow your students to ensure the room is clear
7. Lock and secure the classroom door
8. Proceed to the designated evacuation point for your building. (See maps at the back of
this flip chart)

Upon Arrival to designated evacuation point:
1. Line your class up in a single file line and take attendance
2. Signal to an administrator ifthere is anyone missing or injured by holding your red
Help Needed sign (found at the back of the emergency flip chart) in the air.
3. Remain in designated area with your class - keeping students in a single file line.
4. Staff will wait for further instruction over the school or police PA system on
evacuation plans (see evacuation page of this flip chart) or an all clear signal.

Notes:
*Stay out of fire lanes, from under wires, and away from any gas or electrical utility
areas.
*If a student refuses to cooperate, notify administration or security by holding up your
red Help Needed sign.
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LOCKDOWN
An announcement will be made over the PA system, advising all staff that a
lockdown is in progress. The announcement will be:
"This is a lock down. Please secure your classrooms."
a. All staff will immediately detain students in their classrooms and bring in students
outside their classrooms that might be in common areas like hallways or
courtyards.
b. Staff should lock doors, windows, and pull shades.

c. Staff should instruct students to get down as low as possible and line up along the
door wall.
d. Staff will place the red "Help Needed" card in the door window if necessary.

e. Staff will wait for further instruction over the school or police PA systems on
evacuation plans or "all clear" signal.

*It is important that all students and staff remain off oflandlines or cell phones while
in a lock down.
*If confronted by a hostile person:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

DO NOT move in front of a weapon
DO NOT try and forcibly disarm an offender
Always give an offender a way out
Talk calmly and quietly. Do Not argue with hostage taker
Allow yourself an escape route
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INTRUDER
Intruder- An unauthorized person who enters school property
1. Notify Main Office by dialing 0.
2. Ask another staff person to accompany you if possible before approaching intruder.
3. Politely greet intruder and identify yourself.
4. Ask intruder the purpose of his/her visit.
5. Inform intruder that all visitors must register at the main office.
6. If intruder's purpose is not legitimate, ask him/her to leave. Accompany intruder off
campus.
7. Notify Principal/Security of encounter.

If intruder refuses to leave:

1. Warn intruder of consequences for staying on school property. Inform him/her that
you
will call police.
2. Notify security or police and Principal if intruder still refuses to leave.
3. Cautiously walk away from intruder if he/she indicates a potential for violence. Be
aware
of intruder's actions at this time (where he/she is located in school, whether he/she is
carrying a weapon or package, etc).
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EARTHQUAKE
IF INSIDE:
1. STAY INSIDE!

2. Instruct students to crawl under or near desks or furniture or move near an outer wall.
3. Keep away from windows and watch for falling objects (items hanging on walls, etc).
4. After shaking has stopped:
a. Wait for an announcement before evacuating. If directed to do so follow
evacuation guidelines in this flip chart.
b. If there are students who cannot evacuate with simple assistance, report to the
designated evacuation point and report emergency by holding the red "Help
Needed" card in the air.
IF OUTSIDE:
1. Stay in the open. Stay away from buildings, trees, electrical poles, wires, and
gas/power points.
2. Report to evacuation point if possible.
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BOMB THREAT
If you receive a call that a bomb has been planted at the school:
1. Use the Bomb Threat Checklist below to assist Law Enforcement Officials
2. Call the main office and report information
3. Wait for further instructions from Principal or Law Enforcement Officials

Questions to Ask:

Callers Voice

1) When is the bomb going to explode?

Calm
Laughter
Angry
Crying
Nasal
Normal
Stutter
Distinct
Lisp
Slurred
Familiar
Accent

2) Where is it right now?
3) What does it look like?
4) What kind of bomb is it?
5) \Vhy did you make the bomb?
6) What is your name?

Circle all that apply:
Excited
Slow
Loud
Disguised
Deep
Cracked Voice
Raspy
Deep Breathing
Soft
Clearing Throat
Ragged
High Pitched

7) What is your address?

Background

Sounds:

Exact wording of the threat: _ _ _ __
Street Noises
Clear
Static
Music
Motor

Factory Machinery
Voices
PA System
Office Machinery
House Noises
Animal Noises

Threat Language:
Length of Call: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Time:
------------Age:
------------Language/Di ale ct Spoken: _ _ _ _ __
Sex of Caller:
---------Date: - - - - - - - - - - - - # which call was received: - - - - - -

Well Spoken
Incoherent
Foul/Swearing
Taped
Message Read
Irrational by threat maker

Adapted from Arizona School Emergency Response Plan
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BOMB THREAT CONTINUED

If you discover a suspicion package or letter:

a. Most bombs are created so that it will not detonate until opened. DO NOT OPEN
THE PACK.AGE OR LETTER
b. Notify 91 l and the Superintendent immediately
c. Clear the area as much as possible keeping others away from the package.
d. Do NOT use radios or cell phones in close proximity to the package.

WHAT TO LOOK OUT FOR:

*Packages with excessive postage
*Wire protruding from package - package uneven/lopsided
*Oil like stain on exterior
*Labeled "personal, private, fragile, or rush"
*Misspelled words, incorrect titles or names
*No return address or a fictitious return address
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NUCLEAR/ BIOLOGICAL/ CHEMICAL
In the event of a chemical spill or a nuclear/biological/chemical attack:

IF INSIDE:
1. Stay inside.
2. Place wet rags, towels, or clothing around doors. Close vents and windows.
3. Keep away from windows as much as possible.
4. Instruct students to stay as low to the ground as possible.
5. Wait for further instruction over the school or police PA system.

IF OUTSIDE:
1. Move inside as quickly as possible.
2. Instruct students to attempt to keep upwind.

3. If an explosion occurs, instruct students to lay flat on the ground with their faces
covered.
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EVACUATION FROM CAMPUS
If the administration believes that it is necessary for staff and students to evacuate
campus teachers will be notified via the PA system or direct contact from an
administrator, security or emergency response personnel. The announcement will be:

"Teachers please proceed with an Evacuation from Campus"
1. Keep your students as calm as possible!
2. Take attendance and explain procedure to students
3. Lead students in a single file line to the sidewalk along 188 1h.
4. Space yourself at least 10 yards from the classes on either side of you.
5. Buses will need to load students as quickly as possible so it is essential that
students are in a single file line and behaving in a calm manner.
6. Before the bus can leave you must take role again and notify the administration of
anyone missing by holding up your red "Help Needed" card.

Assure the students that they are being taking to a pre-determined location where they
will be able to make contact with their parents/guardians.

(SEE EVACUATION FROM CAMPUS MAP)
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OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS DURING A TYEE
EMERGENCY
1. Building principal will notify Superintendent of the Emergency

2. Superintendent or designee will notify district Transportation and Seattle Metro
Bus and instruct them not to enter the Tyee Campus

3. Superintendent or designee will notify off campus partner programs not to release
students to return to Tyee
-OSC
-Highline Community College Running Start
-South Seattle Community College Running Start
-STEPS
-RTP
-Aviation High School
4. Superintendent will instruct off campus students to remain with off campus
supervisor, unless in route to Tyee, at which time they will be transported to the
designated Off Site Staging area.

5. All Tyee Students off campus during an emergency will remain off campus until
an
"All Clear" signal has been received from the building Principal or designee.
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CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
The purpose of this project was to develop a school wide safety manual that could
be used by teachers, staff members, students, parents, and local emergency responders in
the event of a crisis. A manual like this had previously not existed at Tyee High School
so it would serve as a valuable resource for everyone in the Tyee community. Prior to
development of the manual an extensive review of related literature and an analysis of
school safety manuals from around the country was conducted. The safety manual was
written in accordance with the Highline School District's policies as well as Washington
State Administrative Codes. The manual was developed to address a wide range of
potential crisis situations and details protocols for students, staff, administrators, and
parents for each aspect of a crisis situation. The manual will be implemented by the Tyee
High School Safety Committee. This committee will be responsible for facilitating drills
of each potential crisis situations as well as conducting reviews and assessments of the
manual to assure that the manual remains effective at assuring the safety, health, and
welfare of all Tyee High School community members.
Conclusions
At the culmination of creating this project the following conclusions were made:
1. Creating a school wide safety manual should include input from all potential
stakeholders.
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2. In today's climate, development and implementation of a site-specific safety
manual is essential to ensuring the safety, health, and welfare of the school
community.
3. The safety manual should be comprehensive and include detailed instructions
for a variety of situations for all potential stakeholders.
4. The safety manual should be easily accessible to all potential stakeholders for
review and reference at all times.
5. Practice opportunities must be an integrated part of the safety manual and
must be conducted with the seriousness of an actual incident.
6. Communication between local emergency responders and the school safety
committee is critical in assuring there are clear expectations and
understanding of each party's role.
7. The safety manual should be evaluated and reviewed on an annual basis to
ensure it's effectiveness.
8. The safety manual should be created with consideration of district, local, and
state policies.
Recommendations
1. The Tyee High School Safety manual should be implemented with the goal of
assuring the safety, health, and welfare of all Tyee High School community
members.
2. Tyee High School's Safety manual should be made available to parents,
students, and community members at all times.
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3. The safety committee should conduct drills of each crisis situation at various
times throughout the year.
4. New staff members and substitutes should have an opportunity to learn drills
and procedures in order for all students to be safe.
5. Any revisions to the safety manual should be presented to all potential
stakeholders in a timely manner.
6. The safety committee should be responsible for providing opportunities for
community members to provide feedback or input on all aspects of the safety
manual.
7. The safety committee should be responsible for staying up to date with the
most current research on school safety issues and methods.
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